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1. Foreword：  
Thank you for choosing us. Please read the manual carefully before you install and use our products. We 
preserve the rights to change the contents of this manual. We shall not be responsible for the loss and 
failure caused in the process of installation due to not conforming to this manual. 
 
2. Introduction 

Air cooled water chillers, which is a new generation of modular units developed by our company. This unit 
is energy-saving and convenient in use, which has the function of reverse cycle automatic defrosting, 
two-stage automatic anti-freezing, built-in self-diagnose able system, and is controlled by microcomputer. 
It can be widely used to hotels, villas, hospitals, cinemas, stadiums, recreations, office blocks, factories 
and so on. It can also provide industrial cooled water and hypo thermal water for the technical 
manufacture. 
The unit is suit for installing in out space such as roof, floor and porch, left off the boiler room and the 
special room, decreased the investment of building project. And without cooling water system such as 
cooling tower and cooling pump, this unit saves the water greatly. And the unit is easy to install, manage 
and maintain.   
 
Characteristic and merits 

2.1.Modular design 
This series of Air cooled water chiller use the concept of modular design, whose basic modular units are 
cooling only 60kw or 70kw. The basic modular unit can operates alone, or 1-7 basic modular units can be 
assembled to an integrated unit according to the needed capacity, expending the selecting range of 
cooling capacity from 60kw to 490kw. It is convenient for transporting and loading due to its compact 
structure, small size and light weight. Each modular unit is divided to two independent cooling systems, 
convenient to maintain. And with a high flexibility, it is convenient to adjust and control the energy and 
expand the capacity. 
 
2.2.Fully-automatic control 
The operation and management of this unit are controlled by microcomputer system. It is easy to operate 
so that the professional management personnel are unnecessary. The units turn on/off the compressor 
automatically according to the load, making the units operate on the point of the most economical, and 
saved the energy. And there are complete protect functions such as error self-detect system, balancing 
the compressor wear automatically, and anti-freezing automatically in winter. 
 
2.3.Appearance 
The air cooled condenser can be placed in “V” or “U” type, which is ingenious, beautiful and compact. This 
unit looks clear and refinement by means of designing the components and tubs reasonably. The cover is 
coated by electrostatic powder, making the color even and unvarying. And the color can be chosen by the 
customer, who can also use the stainless steel plate. The unit is well in anti-corrosion, so that it can be 
placed in outdoor space without special room. 
 
2.4. Intelligent defrosting  
Each modular is separate to the others at inner cooling system, and controls the operation of the system 
independently. So it is separating at start-up. According to the different climatic conditions (temperature 
and humidity) to set the parameters for automatic defrosting, defrosting is thoroughly and energy-saving, 
increasing the heating efficiency. And the defrosting has no significant influence to the indoor 
air-conditioning temperature.  
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2.5.Intelligent anti-freezing 
This unit adopts dual-class automatic anti-freezing protection, preventing the water system be damaged 
once the water froze at winter. The anti-freezing protection can be quite automatically when the water 
temperature is increased according to the operation of heating mode or water pump.  
 
2.6.Convenient operation 
Each unit is strictly detected before delivered. The refrigerant and cooing oil are injected.     
And the protective parameters are set. So you will just connect the power and the water pipes at 
installation, and operate the computer controller when you use it. 
 
3. Equipment installation 

3.1.Preparation  
3.1.1.Check the units carefully referring to packing list after the units transported to installation site. 
Please inform the Sales Department if there is any damage to the unit in transportation. 
3.1.2.Customers supply armor plate or concrete foundation, the size of foundation refers to the size of 
four orientation hotels of unit, the foundation can adopt frame structure, with the frame on girder or pole, 
ensure that frame can support 150% times of weight of unit and a solid level foundation. 
3.1.3.Customer use crane vehicle for easy transportation, crane vehicle intensity must be three times of 
unit weight, and forbidden any person under the unit.  
And with proper partition supporting things to protect the top and side board of the unit (above drawing). 
Keep a horizontal level in transportation. 

 
3.1.4.Installation site 
Modular units can be installed on the outside ground, ceiling and other proper site. Note the following 
factors: 
1) Keep unit from defoliation, insects or other places easy for accumulation, preventing obstruct heat 
exchanger. 
2) Adjust the direction of air-side heat exchanger in installation, in case of the strong sunlight. 
3) Leave barrel-drain surrounding heat pump, to discharge defrost condensation water.  
4) Leave 1.5m on each side for ventilation and maintenance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supporting 
board 

Suspending 
hole 
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5) If there are wall around unit, the all should not higher than unit, and leave 2.4m from the wall. Leave 
3-3.5m or above on the top, in case of air return. 

 
6) If there is wall higher than unit at one side, leave 1.8m from the wall.  

  
7) Add rubber dampers of 10-20mm between the unit and base. 
8) Fix the the unit with suitable bolt. 
3.1.5.Base drawing 
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Dimension Drawing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2. Attention 
In design and construction water supply system, please note that: 
3.2.1.Choose proper water pump for water supplying system to ensure the difference between actual 
water supply amount and unit acquiring water supply amount is less than 10%. 
3.2.2.Please do add a water filter before the water inlet pipe, and please select filters have 40 holes/inch 
at least. 
3.2.3.Install expansion tank on the water return pipe, in case of the water volume change due to 
temperature. The expansion tank should be 1-1.5m higher than the top of the system; the volume should 
be about 1/10 of the system volume; and there must have heat preservation measures for chilled water 
pipe and expansion valve. 
3.2.4.Install water flow switch on water outlet pipe (paddle flow meter), avoid of damage to unit due to 
lack of water 
3.2.5.Air discharge valve tapis designed in the highest point of water system. 
3.2.6.Install water discharge tap or valve in the lowest point of water system. 
3.2.7.Water pipe must be heat preservation, preventing heat loss or condensation. 
3.2.8.System pipe installation, according to country and local heat criterion. Adopting anti-shake flexible 
joint for unit and linking system, and place supporter for pipe and pump. Forbid turning on check valve of 
inlet and outlet opening before washing pipe clean . 
3.2.9.Cooled water system 
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Pay attention to connecting electric wire： 

1) Wire connecting means electricity supply wire and communication control wire. For customers: Don’t 
change the control wire in the electric control box. 
2) Connecting electric wire referring to the following table:（cooling only unit and heat pump are the 
same） 
Note：unit controller is along with unit, in construction, it can be put in the main module,or in customer’s 
controller room, controller connecting line is 1000m at most.（need specified transformer). 
 

Module               
      Qty 

Wire section, mm² 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

60 3*10+2*6 3*25+2*10 3*50+2*16 3*70+2*25 3*120+2*50 3*150+2*70 3*185+2*90 
68 3*10+2*6 3*25+2*10 3*50+2*16 3*70+2*25 3*120+2*50 3*150+2*70 3*185+2*90 
90 3*16+2*10 3*50+2*25 3*95+2*50 3*150+2*70 3*185+2*95 3*240+2*120 3*300+2*150 

136 3*25+2*16 3*70+2*35 3*150+2*70 3*240+2*120 3*300+2*150 3*400+2*185 3*500+2*240 
4. Equipment maintenance 

4.1. Daily maintenance  

4.1.1.Keep the equipment clean.  

4.1.2.Check every component for loose or damage.  

4.1.3.Check the leaks of refrigerant, check if the value of refrigerant gauge is 0 or less than  

normal value. Check if there is leaks of refrigerant or oil on the pipe or component connection 

with the suds or refrigerant leakage detector.   

4.1.4.Check external chain circuit, water flow switch as well as water temperature, water 

pressure and water flow is normal or not, already exhaust completely or not.  

4.1.5.Check the power supply is normal or not before power on and power off.   

4.1.6.Check if there is any abnormal shake or noise.  

4.1.7.Check the high/low pressure whether normal after power on.  

4.1.8.Check the equipment start, stop and temperature control whether normal after power on.  

4.1.9.Record the running condition, voltage, electric current, high/low pressure, inlet/outlet 
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water temperature and so on.  

4.1.10.Inform professionals to maintain if there is any abnormal condition.   
4.2. Season maintenance  

4.2.1.Check the insulation resistance of compressor with tramegger or Electrical safety performance 

testing instrument.  

4.2.2. Cut off power supply, clean power circuit and switch and contacts of control system.  

4.2.3. Check the water, water pipe whether normal, clean water pipe in necessity.     

4.2.4. Check and clean shell and tube heat exchanger, check whether there is dust or sundries on 

the fins exchanger, ensure good heat dissipation.  
4.3. Annual maintenance  

4.3.1. Check the protection switch of equipment and running situation, adjust in necessity.  

4.3.2. Clean heat exchanger and controlling parts in control box.  
4.4. In cold area, discharge all water in the shell and tube exchanger, avoid damage caused by frozen.  

 
5. Equipment repair 

5.1.Failure of refrigerant system.  

5.1.1. Recover refrigerant: Cannot discharge refrigerant in fins or tube-tube heat exchanger too 

rapidly, if too rapidly, it will absorb heat and make the water temperature decline and 

appear freeze, shall keep water pump running and water flowing when discharge, to avoid 

the damage of copper tube caused by water frozen.    

5.1.2. Dismount 

<1> Shall avoid sundries and dust enter the pipe and part after dismounted, cannot place in air long 

time, otherwise will be oxidized, so shall seal or cover; if need to place for long time, shall 

seal the opening of relevant pipe, compressor, vacuumize and charging nitrogen.         

<2> Shall keep clean when repair, avoid sundries and dust enter refrigerant system.  

<3> Clean the parts with the same refrigerant oil with used for compressor. 

5.1.3. Gas-tight test: After reassembled unit after repaired.  

<1> Pressure test  

A. Add little refrigerant into refrigerant pipe, then charging nitrogen (Pressure shall less than 

20kg/cm²).  

B. Cannot use oxygen or acetylene as pressurized gas,to avoid  bomb, shall use pressure regulating 

valve when charging nitrogen, adjust to the needed pressure and then pressurized, must move 

away the nitrogen cylinder after pressurized.  

    C. Pressure test time shall be depend on the real situation, check whether the pressure decline,                            

then check the leak preliminary.    

<2> Leak detection: use leak detector or soapy water.  

5.1.4.Vacuumize 

<1> The purpose of vacuumize is to eliminate the water in the system.  
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<2> Discharge the air in the system firstly before vacuumize.  

<3> Higher vacuum degree is better, system vacuum degree shall ≤5mmHg.     

5.1.5.Charging refrigerant 

<1> Supplement system refrigerant.  

A. Start compressor 

B. Charging gaseous refrigerant at low pressure side, not charging too much one time, shall  

gradually charging with little quantity.  

C. Check the running situation, check the high/low pressure, superheat/supercool degree and  

high pressure exhaust temperature.  

D. Stop refrigerant charging when unit running normally.  

    <2> Re-supplement system refrigerant.  

A. Charging gaseous refrigerant at high pressure side. 

B. Charging quantity shall near to the quantity of original system.  

C. Check refrigerant pressure is normal or not.  

D. Start compressor.  

E. Charging gaseous refrigerant at low pressure side, not charging too much one time, shall  

gradually charging with little quantity.  

F. Check the running situation, check the high/low pressure, superheat/supercool degree and  

high pressure exhaust temperature.  

G. Stop refrigerant charging when unit running normally.  

How to judge whether the refrigerant is excess or insufficient: Usually, high pressure will be rise 

when excess, super cool degree will be bigger, super heat degree will be smaller, split out 

temperature will be low; high pressure will be lower when insufficient, super cool degree wil be 

smaller, super heat degree will be bigger, split out temperature will be rise.    
5.2.Failure of electrical control system.  

5.2.1. Inspect according to electric diagram.  

5.2.2. Shut off power supply, meanwhile, connect the control power supply and check the control 

circuit.   

5.2.3. Pay attention to safety and avoid electrical shock 
5.3. Check water system 

5.3.1. When there is failure at water system, shall stop compressor.  

5.3.2. Avoid water hammer when stop water pump, especially when there is no check valve on 

water system, shall slowly close stop valve at outlet side of water pump, then stop water pump.    

5.3.3. Close valves after water pump stopped.  

5.3.4. Repair after water draining.   

   5.3.5. After repaired, open relevant valves, open discharge valve first after start water    

pump,discharge the air in the water pipe.    
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5.4. Failure and countermeasure 
Failure Confirm Reason Countermeasure 

Co
m

pr
es

so
r n

ot
 st

ar
t 

Fuse is normal in safe 
box 

The main power switch cutoff. 
Incorrect voltage  
Incorrect phase 

Check and confirm normal.  

Fuse is burn in safe box Control wiring is hort out or 
ground connect Clear failture and change fuse 

Electromagnetic 
contactor not work 

1.Electromagnetic contactor 
breakdown. 
2. Water flow switch not work 
3. Water temp. is too low.  
4. Protection switch act.  
 

1. Repare and change 
2. Check water pump and water flow 

switch.  
3. Unit back to normal when water 

temp. Up. 
4. Clear fault 

Electromagnetic 
contactor is normal. 

1. Bad wiring connection 
2. Compressor lock 
3. Motor burn up 

1. Check connection and lock screw 
2. Change compressor 

Shut down 
once start 

Cold water control act Cold water temp. was set too high 
or loading too little.  

Adjust setting or increase loading.  

Overload relay act 
1. Cold water temp. Is too high 
2. Over-current was set too low.  

1. Adjust water temperature 
2. Adjust over-current.   

Shut down 
after start 

 

High pressure switch 
act 

1. Condenser air flow insufficient 
2. Condenser coil is too dirty 
3. Refrigerant was charged too 
much.  
4. Inlet cold water is too high.  

1. Increase air flow or check the fan 
2. Clean condenser coil. 
3. Adjust refrigerant.  
4. Reduce load.  

Low pressure switch act 

1.Cooling water temperature was 
set too low or load is too little.  
2.Cooling water is insufficient.  
3. Expansion valve is bad. 
4. Filter was blocked.  
5. Refrigerant is leak.  

1. Adjust setting or increase load.  
2. Increase water flow.  
3. Change expansion valve.  
4. Clean filter.  
5. Clear fault and charging refrigerant.  
 

Overheat protection 
switch act.  

1. Overheat temperature is too 
high.  
2. Refrigerant is leak,  
3. Motor bearing or coil is bad 

1. Insufficient refrigerant adjust 
overheat 
2. Clear fault and charging refrigerant.  
3. Change compressor.  

Anti-freezing control 
act Cooling water is too little Increase water flow 

Not cooling  

Cooling water 
temperature is too high 

1. Loading is too much, chiller 
capacity is not enough.  
2. Chiller system is not good.  

1. Add chiller quantity.  
2. Clear fault.  
 

Cooling water 
temperature is too low.  

1. Cooling water flow is 
insufficient  
2. Terminal units is bad 

1. Add water flow 
2. Repair terminal units 

Ab
no

rm
al

 
sh

oc
k 

an
d 

no
ise

 

 
- 

1. Compressor is not good 
2. Expansion valve is not good 
3. Base is not strong enough.  
4. Water pipe shock together 

1. Check and repair compressor 
2. Adjust expansion valve 
3. Reinforce the base  
4. Enhance the quake-proof 
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6. Electrical control instructions 
6.1 Interface to panel 
6.1.1 Introduction to panel 

  
         DM603A                                             

6.1.2 Overview of interface 
Key switching   
Five physical keys: ON/OFF, function, up, down, enter  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       

Note: 1. in branch interface (excluded count down interface and main interface), if no key action within 
one minute, the system will return to the main interface automatically.  
2. When “▲” is displayed on the right of the interface, it indicates that the <up> can be pressed under the 
page to perform page up.  
3. When “▼” is displayed on the right of the interface, it indicates that the <down> can be pressed under 
the page to perform page down.  
4. When the interface prompts “no operation now, operate after XX seconds”, it indicates that operation is 
performed on other interfaces. Please wait for.  
Operation may be made on the screen after XX seconds.  
 
6.1.3  Word and icon  
<1>. Explanation to word 
① Operation status: Indicate the current operation status of the unit including operation and shutdown.  
② Operation mode: Indicate the current operation mode of the unit including refrigeration, heating and automatic, etc.  
③ Unit status: Indicate the current operation state of the unit including anti-freezing, defrosting and preheating, etc.  
④ One Chinese character position: indicate occupying 16*16 dot matrix of position on LCD display. 
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⑤ One character position: Indicate occupying 8*16 dot matrix of position on LCD display. 
⑥ Physical keys: indicate the actual keys corresponding on hardware.  
⑦ Key function: indicate the actual meaning of physical keys. A physical key may corresponding to many key functions.  
<2>. Description of icon  

Icon  Meaning  Remark  
 Indicating temperature setting   
 Indicating page up, parameter selection, increasing value.   
 Indicating page down, parameter selection, decreasing value.   
 Indicating that whether the unit uses timing function.   
 Indicating the icon of functional keys and only used for menu, cancellation, return 

and shift.  
 

 Indicating the icon of confirming keys and only used for enter, confirmation, noise 
reduction, reset and switching module.  

 

 Indicating the icon of ON/OFF and only used for starting/shutting down the unit.   

 
Indicating to slide from left to right to unlock keys.   

6.1.4  Breakdown of interface  
<1>. Overview  
DM603A products have five keys, one 128*64 LCD display without indicator light in the front,  
According to the actual use process, it is divided into: main interface, state inquiry interface, parameter setting interface 
and fault inquiry interface.  
<2>. Interface switching  

   tandby        
  
    

Refrigeration       15:30 

<enter>
——————→

+<function>
  

>1 Parameter setting    
>2 Password change   
>3 Parameter initialization   ▼ 
Return     Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

  
User parameter 1    
User parameter 2 
System setting parameter ▼ 
Return     Setting 

  

<function>
—

—
—

→
  

 

 
 
 
 
          

 
Prompt for fault inquiry  

 

 

>1 Timing setting    
>2 State inquiry   
>3 Clock inquiry   ▼ 
Return     Enter 

<enter>
—

—
—

→
  

 

System output: 
Air pump electric heating 1 
Run    Fault ▼ 
Return     Module 

       Standby 
  
    

Refrigeration     Inquiry  
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6.1.5 Starting-up interface 
The starting up interface includes count down interface and main interface after completion of count 
down.  
 
<1> Countdown interface  
 

     countdown
   main interface

  

Chinese En          5 
 

Welcome 
 

5S later
———→  

  Standby 
  
    

Refrigeration   15:30 

The above interface is normal starting-up interface of the unit when there is no fault. If other interfaces 
appear when starting up, please refer to 8. Troubleshooting  
 
Note: ① In the countdown interface at starting up, press <up> or <down> to switch language directly.  
     ②The concrete function code and version number should be subject to actual product.  
 
<2> Main interface  

 
 
 

 

                【3】
     【4】

  

 Standby 
  
    

Refrigeration  15:30 

Lock automatically 
within one minute  

 

 
       + Unlock 

Unit fault  

  Standby 
  
    

Refrigeration  Inquiry      

  
       

 

【1】    
  

【2】       
 

【5】   

Description:   
【1】Represent prompt of interface with locked keys and mean that the current interface is locked.  
【2】Current operation mode of the unit: if “operation mode” = refrigeration,, then display refrigeration,  
 When “operation mode” = heating, then display heating  
 When “operation mode” = automatic, then display automatic 
 Press the <up> or <down> keys or press <enter> key to switch to change the value of the mode.  
【3】The current control temperature of the unit: When “control object”= return temperature, then display 
the return temperature of the system.  
When “operation mode” = outlet temperature, then display outlet temperature of the system.  
When—is displayed, it indicates probe fault or the measurement value exceeds the range.  
Press the <up> or <down> keys to change the temperature value directly.  
【4】Indicates the current status on the unit: display that the unit is at anti-freezing, defrosting or 
preheating state or the operation status of the unit.   
The timing status of the unit: if there is timing icon, it indicates the timing function.  
If there is no timing icon, it indicates no timing function.  
【5】fault inquiry of the unit: When the unit has fault, it will prompts <enter> key to enter fault inquiry.  
 When the unit does not have fault, it will display the system clock directly.  
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6.1.6  Status inquiry   
<1>Fault inquiry 
When fault occurs to the main interface, press <enter> key to enter current fault inquiry.  

     【1】
   【4】

     

          Standby 
  
    

Refrigeration  Inquiry  

<enter>
———→ 

System module:37# 
Fault of condensation and 
outlet temperature      ▼ 
Return     Reset 

<function>
———→  

          Standby 
  
    

Refrigeration  Inquiry  
 

             

【2】       
 

【3】 
  

Description:   
【1】Indicate the fault code of the current fault inquired in fault type and the corresponding fault information, please 
refer to the instruction book of control panel for concrete fault code. Press <up> or <down> key to switch display of fault 
module or fault number: FF# system fault; 00#~15# module fault; the module number 00~15 corresponds to the 
module address setting of 0 to F of SR1 on control panel.  
【2】Indicates to press <Function> key to return to menu of previous level.  
【3】Indicates to press <Enter> key to reset fault. Indicate to return to the main interface if there is no fault at present. If 
there is any fault, it continues to display the current fault.  
【4】Indicate there is no fault after pressing <enter> key. Then it returns to the main interface.  
<2>Status inquiry   
After entering the status inquiry interface, press <enter> key to switch module status inquiry.  

    【3】
   【4】

  

>1 Timing setting    
>2 Status inquiry   
>3 Clock inquiry   ▼ 
Return     Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

  
System output: 
Air pump electric 
heating 1 
Operate  Fault    ▼ 
Return    Module 

<up>
———→←———
<down>

  
Sysanalog quantity :  ▲  
Environmental 
temperature   
        ℃20 ▼       
Return    Simulation    

<up>
———→←———
<down>

  
Sysanalog quantity : ▲ 
Outlet water temperature 
of the system  
        ℃25 ▼    
Return     Module 

   

   

【1】      
 

【2】 
 

<enter>
—

—
—

→
   

  

【5】
  

    00#module output:  ▲ 
1# Compressor 
1# Four-way valve  ▼ 
Return     Module 

<up>
———→←———
<down>

  
Analog of 00#module:▲ 
opening of 1# expansion 
valve 
       300 steps ▼ 
Return    Module 

   

Description:   
【1】Press <enter> key to switch among different module interfaces. In the interface, the status of all modules of the unit 
may be inquired. The module number is subject to the actual number of modules. The last item is the system module and 
indicates the system status. Others correspond to 00~15 # modules and indicate the module status.  
【2】Indicates to return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.  
【3】Display the operation status of output equipment corresponding to modules. Inverse display: indicate that the 
equipment is outputting at present. As shown in the figure, 1# compressor, 1# four-way valve and 2# compressor of 00# 
module have output. Normal display indicates no output such as 2# four-way valve.   
【4】Display the analog quantity signal of corresponding system module.  
【5】Display the analog quantity information of corresponding 00# module.  
<3>Clock inquiry  
After entering the status inquiry interface, press <down>or<up> to select clock inquiry.  

    【3】
    

>1 Status inquiry    ▲ 
>2 Clock inquiry  
>3 Versin inquiry    ▼ 
Return     Enter 

<enter>———→←———<function>
  

    Setting clock 
2012/01/31 
16:54 :20 Tuesday  
Shift     Enter 

<shift>———→  
    Setting clock 
2012/01/31 
16:54:20 Tuesday  
Shift     Enter   
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【1】      
 

【2】  
Description:   
【1】 Press <function> key to select year, month, day, hour, minute and seconds in order.  
【2】 Indicates to return to the interface of previous level by pressing <enter> key.  
【3】 In the interface, press <function> key to select year, month, day, hour, minute and seconds in order. And press <+> 
or <-> to set the value.  
Press <enter> key to save the setting and exit from the setting.  

 
<4>Version inquiry  
After entering the status inquiry interface, press <down>or<up> to select version inquiry.  

    【1】
      【1】

     
>2 Status inquiry   ▲ 
>3 Clock inquiry   
>4 Version inquiry   ▼ 
Return    Enter 

<enter>———→←———<function>
  

The version of display screen is: 
X1DM603ATY     
F01M_V100A00▼ 
Return 

Or 

The control version is: ▲ 
X1LY518ATY     
B01M_V100A00 
Return  

 

           
 

【3】 
Description:   
【1】 Indicate the version and function code corresponding to display screen. Press <down> to continue the inquiry.  
【2】 Indicate the version and function code corresponding to control. Press <up> to continue the inquiry.  
【3】 Indicates to press <function> key to return to menu of previous level.  
<5>Timing set  
Press <down> or <up> to select timing set.  

      【3】
  

>1 timing set   ▲ 
>2 status inquiry  
>3 clock inquiry   ▼ 
Return    Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

 
1 timing set: disabled   
Primary timing   
01 group timing      ▼ 
Return     Set 

<enter>
———→ 

Timing set: disabled  
Primary timing    
01group timing      ▼ 
Cancel      Enter 

<enter>
———→  

Timing set: disabled  
Primary timing    
01group timing      ▼ 
Return      Set    

  <dow
n>

—
—

—
→

  

   

【1】      
 

【2】 
  

【4】
   

  Timing set: disabled ▲ 
Primary timing    
01group timing       ▼ 
Return      Set 

<enter>
———→ 

Primary timing  
Timing off  21:00   
    
Return     Switch 

<enter>
———→  

Primary timing   
Timing off   21:00   
    
Return    Switch    

  

<dow
n>

—
—

—
→

  

     

【5】
   

  Timing set: disabled ▲ 
Primary timing    
01group timing   ▼ 
Return     Set 

<enter>
———→ 

01 group timing 
Timing off  21:00   
1 2 3 4 5 6 7    
Return     Switch 

<enter>
———→  

01 group timing    
Timing off   21:00   
1 2 3 4 5 6 7    
Return     Switch 

 
Description:   

【1】indicates to change the timing item by pressing <enter> key.  
【2】indicates to confirm the changed timing value by pressing <function> key 
【3】indicate the selection of setting of timing  
【4】indicate the selection of primary timing  
【5】indicate to select 01 group timing. Press <up> or <down> to switch among use of timing, primary timing and 

setting from 01 group to 10# group. After entering the selected timing item, press <enter> key to change the 
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set timing on/off, hour and minute, week (1, 2···7; when week is selected, the corresponding will flask); Press 
<up> or <down> key to change the selected value. Inverse display of week (1, 2···7) indicates that timing is 
effective on the day. As shown in the figure, shutdown will be performed at 23:00 on Friday and Saturday.  
Note: if the time of timing is 00:00, it indicates the function is not used.      

6.1.7 Password operation  

 <1>Password input  
    【1】

  
          

Input the password: 
    0 * * * * * * * 
     
Shift     Enter 

<function>
———→   

Input the password: 
    * 4* * * * * * 
     
Shift     Enter 

<enter>
———→  Enter parameter 

setting 

<enter>
———→  

Wrong password！ 
   Retry？ 
    
Return    Retry  

  

   

【2】       
 

【3】 
    

【4】       
 

【5】 

 
Description:   

【1】Remind the users to input password including repair and manufacturer password.  
【2】Press <enter> key to confirm the input password and enter parameter setting.  
【3】Indicates to press <function> key to shift the input password at present. Press up or down to input the current                

password value.  
【4】Indicates to press <enter> key to input password again.  
【5】Indicates to return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.  

<2>Password change  
    【1】

     【4】
  

Input old password: 
    0 * * * * * * * 
     
Shift      Enter 

<enter>———→  
Input new password: 

0 * * * * * * * 
 

 Shift    Enter 

<enter>———→  
Input new password 
again: 

0 * * * * * * * 
  Shift    Enter 

<function>———→  
Password change 
failed！ 

   Retry？    
Return    Retry 

   

   

【2】       
 

【3】 
Description:  
【1】Remind the users to input the old password including repair and manufacturer password respectively.  Different 
passwords may be changed at different levels.  
【2】Press <enter> key to confirm the input to change the password. If change is correct, successful change is prompted. 
Failure is prompted for wrong change.  
【3】Indicates to return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.  
Note: if the old password is input wrong, then it prompt wrong input of old password. 
     if the new password is input wrong, then it prompt wrong input of new password.  
6.1.8 Parameter setting  

1. Operation of the section is suitable for setting of all parameters.  
2. For parameter setting of repair setting and manufacturer setting, the parameters visible are different only due to 
password levels. But the setting method is the same.    
3. All settings have corresponding password change. Please refer to 4.2 password change.  
4. The initialization of parameter and initialization of operation time of compressor are only provided in manufacturer 
parameter setting and are not set in other settings. 
<1> Parameter level  
Please refer to 4.1 password input operation for input of password.  

Function Key Effective interface of key Password 
Advanced function <Function> 

Main interface 
User password 

Repair setting 
<Enter + Function> 

Repair password 
Manufacturer setting Manufacturer password 
Maintenance setting <Enter + Function> Countdown interface Maintenance password 
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<2> Parameter setting  

    Parameter setting of 
non type B  

 【3】
  【5】

  Parameter setting of 
type B  

>1 Parameter setting   
>2 Password change  
>3 Initialize parameter  

▼ 
Return     Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

  
User parameter 1    
User parameter 2 
System setting 

parameter    ▼ 
Return       Set 

<down>
———→  

User parameter 1     ▲ 
User parameter 2 
System setting parameter  

▼ 
Return        Set 

<enter>
———→  

01module use setting   
00 00# module   

Use ▼ 
Return       Set    

        <enter>
—

—
—

→
   

         <enter>
—

—
—

→
  

 

 
  01 control mode    

Refrigeration mode 
              ▼ 

Return        Set 

   01 Module use setting   
00 00# module  

Use ▼ 
Cancel      Enter    

        

<enter>
—

—
—

→
   

   

<functio>
—

—
—

→
  

 

 
  01Refrigeration mode   

Refrigeration mode  
               ▼ 

Cancel      Enter 

   01module use setting   
00 00# module   

Use ▼ 
Return        Set    

        <functio>
—

—
—

→
   

         <dow
n>

—
—

—
→

  

 

【4】
  

  01 Control mode    
Refrigeration mode 
               ▼ 

Return        Set 

<function>
———→   

User parameter 1    
User parameter 2 
System setting parameter  

▼
Return      Enter 

<function>
———→   

02 module quantity   
          1 

 ▼ 
Return        Set    

        Parameter setting of 
non type B  

  

【1】       
 

【2】 
 Parameter setting of 

type B  
 
Description:  
【1】Indicates to enter the parameter setting item and determine the content of changed parameter by pressing <enter> 
key.  
【2】Indicates to press <function> key to cancel the changed parameter value and return to the interface of previous 
level.    
【3】Indicate the name of parameter group. The major item “PL01 user parameter 1” is displayed by prompt here.  
“01 control mode” represents character string corresponding to the sub item; press <up> or <down> key to switch among 
sub-item of parameters in the parameter group circularly.  
Press <up> or <down> key to make change directly and press <enter> to save the value of current parameter. If the 
parameter value is not accessible.  
【4】Indicates that the selected parameter is bit variable. It means that all sub-items of the parameter is operated 
according to bit.  
If the parameter is variable, it will be divided into 16 sub-items for operation.  
In addition, “PL02-01 module use” indicates the character string of sub-item of 01 switching value that corresponds to the 
PL02 major item.  
【5】Indicate to switch all corresponding sub-items in the major item of parameter by pressing <enter> key. If it is bit 
variable, switch the corresponding bit item.   
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<3>Initialization  
After entering manufacturer setting, press <down> or <up> to select the corresponding content for initialization.  
Initialize parameter: the parameters are restored to default value.  
Initialize compressor: the operation time of compressor and accumulate operation time of the unit is 0.   
The operation of initialization of parameter and compressor is the same. The initialization process is introduced with 
initialization of parameter as an example.  

    【1】
   【3】

  

>1 Parameter setting     
▲ 

>2 Password change   
>3 Initialization and 
parameter  ▼ 
Return      Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

  
Operation parameter of 
the unit: 
Initializing。。。 
    
 
Return 

Waiting for 
several l 
seconds 

Operation parameter of 
the unit: 
Initialization succeeded！ 

 
 

Return 

Or 
Operation parameter of 
the unit: 
Initialization failed！ 

 
 
 

Return 

   

        
      

 

【2】 
          

 
Description:  
【1】Initialize the operation parameter of the unit, with the operation character of initialization is prompted.  
【2】When the prompt of “initialization failed” appears, If it failed, initialization may be performed according to above 
operation until success is prompted.  
【3】Indicate to return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.  

！Attention: 
If the unit is at the operation or alarm state, parameter cannot be initialized or parameter initialization failed may be 
prompted.  
After parameter initialization of the unit is successful, ensure to power on the unit again and use after confirm that the 
parameters are in effective.  

 
6.1.9.Advanced function  

Advanced functions include: user setting---mode setting and temperature setting  

Manual defrost---module defrosting setting  
Password change---user password setting  
Module use setting---use setting for all modules of the unit  
Inquiry of operation time---inquiry of operation time  
Inquiry of historical fault--- Inquiry of historical fault 
The following provides detailed description for all operation. Please refer to parameter setting and password operation 
for operation of other interfaces.  

 
<1>Manual defrost   
Enter general setting and press <down> or <up> and select manual defrost.     
User setting       ▲ 
Manual defrost   
Password change   ▼ 
 
Return      Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

 Press to switch 
module 
00# module  
Defrost condition met ▼ 
Return     Defrost 

<enter>
———→  

Press to switch 
module 
00# module  
Defrosting manually▼ 
Return     Defrost 

<up>
———→←———
<down>

  Press to switch 
module 
01#module   
Defrost condition met▼ 
Return     Defrost 

   

          

【1】       
 

【2】 
 

     
 

【3】 
  

【4】 

Description:  
【1】In the interface, press <up> or <down> to select the module in the unit that needs defrosting. Then press 

<enter> to send order of manual defrost.  
【2】Indicate to save and return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.  
【3】Indicate that the current mode is under forced defrosting.  
【4】Indicate to press <up> or <down> to switch among modules under forced defrosting.     
 

<2>Inquiry of operation time  
After entering the status inquiry interface, press <down>or<up> to select operation time inquiry.  
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    【3】
   【4】

  
Password change     ▲ 
Module use setting   
Operation time inquiry  ▼ 
Return    Enter 

<enter>———→←———<function>
  

00# Module: 
Compressor 1     0 hour  
Compressor 2     0 hour▼ 
Return    Module 

<enter>———→  
System module: 
Accumulate operation of the unit 
                    0 day ▼ 
Return           Module  

 

     

【1】      
 

【2】         

Description:  
【1】 Press <enter> key to select different module interfaces. In the interface, you can inquire the operation time of all 
modules of the unit. The module number is subject to the actual number of modules. The last item is the system module 
and indicates the system status. Others correspond to 00~15 # modules and indicate the module status.  
【2】Indicate to return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.  
【3】In the interface, the operation time of all compressor in use may be inquired. The above figure indicates that the 
operation time of 1# and 2# compressors of 00# module in the unit is 0 hour.  
Display the accumulated operation time of the unit.     
<3>Inquiry of historical fault  
After entering the status inquiry interface, press <down>or<up> to select inquiry of historical fault.    

      【1】
     

Module use setting  ▲ 
Operation time inquiry   
Inquiry of historical fault  ▼ 
Return      Enter 

<enter>
———→←———
<function>

  
No fault 
   
 
Return 

Or 
2013/06/06 20:20 
System module:37# 
Fault of outlet temperature of condensation     
Return       Clear  

 

     

【2】       
 

【3】 

Description:  
【1】Time of fault occurrence: Indicate the time of fault occurrence.  
Press <enter> key to clear all historical faults.  
【2】Indicate the fault type displayed currently: press <module> to switch the display of module with fault; FF# system 
fault; 00#~15# module fault, the module number 00~15 corresponds to the module address setting of 0 to F of SR1 on 
control panel.  
【3】Indicate to return to the menu of previous level by pressing <function> key.   
6.1.10   System maintenance setting  

During the process of countdown for starting up, after pressing <enter + function> to input the password for system 
maintenance setting, enter the interface of system maintenance setting.  

【1】
        【2】

  

Countdown interface 
for starting up   

<enter+function>
——————→ 

>1 Operation time inquiry   
 

5 days             
▼ 

Return 

<down>
———→ 

2> System maintenance 
setting▲    

1 day             
▼ 

Return       Set 

<enter>
———→  

2> System maintenance 
setting ▲    

1day             
▼ 

Cancel         Set 
   

            

【3】       
 

【4】 
  

【5】 

Description:  
【1】Press <enter>+<function> to enter system maintenance interface in the interface of countdown for starting up.  
【2】Indicate to inquire the current operation time of the unit. It is used for reference of users and cannot be changed. 
System maintenance days setting can be set. 0 days indicates that system maintenance setting is not enabled. X days 
indicates that system maintenance will be performed in X days after setting is made. The scope of X is: 0~1365 days.  
【3】Press <enter> key to select the parameter to be changed.  
【4】Return to the interface of previous level by pressing <function> key.   
【5】Press <down> key to select system initialization, accumulated operation time and system maintenance setting. After 
initialization, the accumulated operation time of the system is cleared to zero. The system maintenance setting is restored 
to the default value 0 day.  
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6.1.11   Troubleshooting  

Name Problem interface Description Solution 

System maintenance 
prompt: unable to start 
normally if maintenance 

is not made in time. 
Please contact the 

manufacturer as soon as 
possible. 

Maintenance is 
made after 168 

hours. 
The machine 
cannot start 

without timely 
maintenance 

 

If the interface appears, please 
refer to description of “system 

maintenance prompt” in 
instruction book for control 

panel. 

Return to the main 
interface pressing 

<enter> key. 
Refer to relevant 

content of instruction 
book for control panel 

for disposal. 

In maintenance: 

Maintenance of category 

A. Please contact with 

the manufacturer. 

In maintenance of 
category A. Please 
contact with the 

manufacturer. 
 

After the completion of 
countdown of starting up, if the 
maintenance time of the system 

is due, the system will stay at 
the interface and other normal 

operation cannot be performed. 

Refer to relevant 
content of instruction 
book for control panel 

for disposal. 

Module or system 
malfunctions. 

00#: 37# 
malfunctions 
Power fault 

 

If fault occurs after starting, the 
monitor gives out alarm. 

Refer to relevant 
description for 

troubleshooting of 
control panel. 

 
 
6.2.Operating description  
6.2.1 Start and shutdown  

There are three methods to start and shut down the unit:  
<1>ON/OFF key (start key and stop key) on display screen 
<2>Remote switch  
[Remote switch type PL03-09]=toggle switch: the unit starts when the remote switch is connected. Stop the unit when it 
is disconnected.  
[Remote switch type PL03-09]=pulse switch: effective when the remote switch is connected->disconnected (pulse 
width >300ms).   
If it is under the shutdown state, start the unit. Stop the unit if it is under operation.  
<3>Start/shutdown by alarm: start or shut down the machine according to the set time.  Refer to [time alarm set] in 
instruction for use 
   
The priority is the same for three modes.   

 
6.2.2 Description of fault reset  

4 types of reset method for fault:  
<1>  Power on reset  
 After the fault is removed, the reset cannot be performed unless powering on again.  
 Fault requiring for power on reset: wrong EEPROM data.  
<2> Limited automatic reset  
 Alarm after removal of fault, time delay [fault reset time PL08-03]; the same fault doesn’t occur within the time. 

Reset automatically.  
 Within the set time [permissible time for automatic reset PL08-04], it may reset twice automatically.  
    If the accumulated alarm time is >2, manual reset is required.  
    After manual reset, the alarm times may be accumulated again.  
 Limited fault: refer to the fault table.  
<3> Automatic reset:  
 Alarm after removal of fault, time delay [fault reset time PL08-03]; the same fault doesn’t occur within the time. 
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Reset automatically.  
 No limit for times of automatic reset:;   
 Fault with automatic reset: refer to the fault table.  
<4> Manual reset:  
 If alarm is given after fault is removed, manual reset is conducted only through the controller.  
 Manual reset may also be made for fault of category 1), 2) and 3).  

 
6.3 System maintenance  
6.3.1Introduction to function  

The controller is provided with function of system maintenance. It is used to limit the operation time of the unit. When 
the maintenance time of the system is due, the unit is stopped forcedly. It should not start again before system 
maintenance is canceled. The anti-freezing function is not affected during the period of system maintenance. “System 
maintenance” function is disabled at default.  
“Accumulated operation time of the unit” is calculated with hour as unit. It is converted into “day” at the time of 
calculating “maintenance time of the system” (note: it is operation time/24 hours and not the actual days).  
The system maintenance and setting interface permits operation of 3 items, as shown in the following table (please refer 

to instruction book of display for description of concrete operation and interface).  
6.3.2 System maintenance prompt  

When the “system maintenance” function is set as enabled, the function of system maintenance prompt is provided to 
avoid inconvenience brought to users caused by sudden forced shutdown.  
When the remaining operation time of the unit is > 168 hours (7 days), the unit operates normally and no reminding is 
given. When the remaining operation time of the unit is ≤168 hours (7 days), the prompt rule is as follows.  
 The unit is powered on again;  
 The time of timed prompt is due. (The time of timed prompt is different due to different monitors. Please refer to the 

instruction book of monitor for details. )   
When one of two above conditions is met, the remaining operation time is reminded.  Please refer to the instruction 
book for prompt interface.  
6.3.3 Examples  
For example: if [system maintenance time setting 01] is three days, [Inquiry of accumulated operation time of the unit 
00] is 0 day.  .  
“Accumulated operation time of the unit” starts timing after the unit operates and stops timing after the units stops.  
When the accumulated operation time of the unit is < 24 hours, the result of [Inquiry of accumulated operation time of 
the unit  00] is 0 (day).   
When 24 hours ≤the accumulated operation time of the unit< 48 hours, the result of [Inquiry of accumulated operation 
time of the unit  00] is 1 (day).    
When 48 hours ≤the accumulated operation time of the unit< 72 hours, the result of [Inquiry of accumulated operation 
time of the unit  00] is 2 (day).    
And so on.  
When the accumulated operation time of the unit is ≥72 hours, [Inquiry of accumulated operation time of 
the unit 00] reaches 3 days, the system maintenance time is due. The unit stops forcedly and cannot 
operate unless system maintenance is canceled.   
 
6.4 Password management   
The controller is provided with two types of password at present. They are independent from each other.  

Item 
number Name Setting 

range 
Default 
value Unit Remark 

00 Inquiry of accumulated 
operation time of the 
unit   

/ / Day   

01 System maintenance 
time setting  

0…1365 0 Day  Setting as 0 indicates that the function is 
disabled.  

02 Initialization of system 
maintenance time  

/ / / Initialize “accumulated operation time of the 
unit” and the set value of “system maintenance 
time”.  
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1) Use of deadline password: used to enter setting of service life.  
The initial value at factory: ********.  
2) Parameter setting password: used to enter setting of all parameters:   
Parameter setting password is divided into four levels, including: 
Manufacturer password: initial value of factory:****** (Operate all parameters)   
Repair password: initial value of factory: ***** 
User password: initial value of factory:***  
Refer to the parameter setting table of machine for parameters operated by passwords at all levels. 
Wherein, the manufacturer password has highest priority, the user password has lowest priority. The 
priority is arranged according to sequence. The password at high priority can enter the operation level at 
low priority and change the password.  

 
Note:  
(1) Re-download of program or parameter initialization will not change or initialize the original 
password.  
(2) Password may be set again, but cannot be initialized.  
(3) When the password is set, at the step of “input of old password", the password at the current level 
may be input and the password at higher level may also be input.  

 
6.5 Parameter management  
1) After parameter initialization is made for main module, the slave module will be initialized synchronously.  

 
2) Parameters may be set for slave module separately, but it is only effective at the state without power down. After 
powering on again, the parameter of slave module will update to be identical with those of the main module.  



 
Appendix 1: fault table  
Appendix 1.1 Description of fault detection  
 Reset mode: A = automatic reset; M=manual reset; AM=limited automatic reset; refer to [description of fault reset].  
 For fault of the following switching values, if there is no special description, alarm is given after [time delay for general fault PL08-01] elimination of shaking   
 For fault of the following sensors, if there is no special description, alarm is given after elimination of shaking of 4 seconds.   

Failure Reset 
mode: Detection condition Alarm operation Troubleshooting 

Fault of controller  

Wrong EEPROM data    
Power 

on 
reset 

Detection after powering on  If the fault is serious, stop the unit.  

1. Initialize all parameters    
2. If the fault is not removed after 

initialization, please contact us! 
   

Fault of the unit  

Overload of air conditioner 
water pump  M Detect after the air conditioner water 

pump starts,  If the fault is serious, stop the unit.  
Check the state of input J11-7 and see whether 
it is consistent with the setting of [Overload of air 
conditioner water pump PL13-01.01].  

Insufficient flowrate of air 
condition water  
 

M 

Detect after time delay after the air 
conditioner pump starts,  
Refer to description of [protection of 
insufficient water flow].   

The main module gives alarm and stop 
the unit.  
The sub module gives alarm and stop the 
corresponding module.  

Check the state of input J11-8 and see whether 
it is consistent with the setting of [insufficient 
water flow of air conditioner PL13-01.01].  

Overload of hot water pump  M Detection after powering on  

Stop operation of hot water pump  

Check the state of input J12-3 and see whether 
it is consistent with the setting of [Overload of 
hot water pump PL14-01.15].  

Insufficient hot water flow   M 

Detect after time delay after the hot 
water pump starts,  
Refer to description of [protection of 
insufficient water flow].   

Check the state of input J12-9 and see whether 
it is consistent with the setting of [Insufficient 
hot water flow PL14-01.09].  

Power fault  M Detect after powering on; refer to 
description of [power protection].  Refer to description of [power protection]  

 Check the detection J2 for phase error and 
phase default of three-phase power supply 
and whether the connection is normal.     

 Check whether the power fault input is 
consist with setting of switching values.  
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Communication fault   M Detection after powering on  Stop corresponding module 

1. Check whether the communication lines 
among main modules behind the monitor 
are connected normally and contact well.  

2. Check whether the communication lines 
among modules are connected normally 
and contact well.  
  

High pressure/overload of 
compressor    M 

Detect after time delay after the 
compressor starts,  
Refer to description of [high pressure 
protection]  

Stop corresponding compressors an fans  

Check whether the overload input of 
compressor is consist with setting of switching 
values.  

Low pressure of compressor  A/M 

Detect after time delay after the 
compressor starts,  
Refer to description of [low pressure 
protection]  

Check whether the low pressure input of fan is 
consist with setting of switching values.  

Overload of condensate fan   M Detection after powering on  Check whether the fan overload input is consist 
with setting of switching values.  

Low outlet temperature of  
air conditioner   A 

1. Refer to description of [outlet 
water temperature protection of 
the system]. 

2. Refer to description of [outlet 
water temperature protection of 
module].   

1. Outlet water protection of the system  
2. Stop operation of all modules, only 

keep the water pump started;  
3. Outlet water protection of module. 

Stop operation of the module.   

Check whether the value of outlet water 
temperature meets [parameter of air 
conditioner outlet water [PL08-09]~ [PL08-11] 

High outlet temperature of  
air conditioner   A 

Check whether the value of outlet water 
temperature meets [high outlet temperature of 
air conditioner of heating PL08-11].  

High fin temperature   A/M Refer to description of [outlet water 
temperature protection of module].   Stop corresponding compressors an fans  

Check whether the value of fin temperature 
meets [Protection of high fin temperature 
PL08-12].  

Anti-icing protection A Detect when refrigeration operates 
and at the non anti-freezing state.  Stop all compressors of the unit  

Check whether the value of anti-freezing 
temperature meets [Protection of high fin 
temperature PL08-18].  
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Fault of sensor 
Fault of probe for outlet 
water temperature of the 
system  

M Detection after powering on  

Stop the unit  
(Anti-freezing operation is handled 
separately; refer to description of 
[anti-freezing logic]. 1. Check whether the probe is connected 

normally.  
2. Check [PL15 use setting of temperature 

probe] and see whether the probe that is 
not connected is out of use.  

Fault of probe for return 
water temperature of the 
system  
Environmental temperature 
probe fault   

Fault of probe for outlet 
water temperature  

Stop operation of the module.   
(If the evaporator is independent, stop 
the corresponding compressor).  

Temperature probe fault of 
fin  Stop corresponding compressors an fans  

Fault of anti-icing probe  Stop all compressors of the unit  
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Appendix 1.2 inquiry of fault code  
FF system fault 

Decimal 
system Fault name Remark  Decimal 

system Fault name Remark 

0 Communication 
fault     33 Environmental 

temperature probe fault   
 

1 Power fault  Power fault on main 
module  

 
34 

Fault of probe for outlet 
temperature of the 
system  

 

2 Wrong EEPROM 
data     

 
35 

Fault of probe for return 
temperature of the 
system  

 

8 
Overload of air 
conditioner 
pump  

 
 

36 
Fault of probe for hot 
water temperature of the 
system  

 

9 
Insufficient flow 
rate of air 
condition water  

Insufficient water 
flow of main module  

 
40 

High outlet water   
temperature of the 
system   

 

10 Overload of hot 
water pump   

 
41 

Low outlet water   
temperature of the 
system   

 

11  Insufficient hot 
water flow        

14       
15       
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Fault of 00~15# modules  
Decimal Fault name Remark 

48 Low pressure of #1 compressor   

Relevant fault of compressor 1  

49 High pressure/overload of #1 compressor    
55 Temperature probe fault of #1 fin  
57 Low current of 1# compressor  
58 High temperature of 1# fin  
60 High current of 1# compressor  
61 Anti-freezing high pressure protection of 1# compressor  
80 Low pressure of #2 compressor   

Relevant fault of compressor 2 

81 High pressure/overload of #2 compressor    
87 Temperature probe fault of 2# fin  
89 Low current of 2# compressor  
90 High temperature of 2#  fin  
92 High current of 2# compressor  
93 Anti-freezing high pressure protection of 2# compressor  

112 Low pressure of #3 compressor   

Relevant fault of compressor 3 

113 High pressure/overload of #3 compressor    
119 Temperature probe fault of 3# fin  
121 Low current of 3# compressor  
122 High temperature of 3# fin  
124 High current of 3# compressor  
125 Anti-freezing high pressure protection of 3# compressor  
144 Low pressure of #4 compressor   

Relevant fault of compressor 4  

145 High pressure/overload of #4 compressor    
151 Temperature probe fault of 4# fin  
153 Low current of 4# compressor  
154 High temperature of 4# fin  
156 High current of 4# compressor  
157 Anti-freezing high pressure protection of 4# compressor  
177 Power fault  

Unit fault  

178 Wrong EEPROM data of module  
182 Fault of insufficient water flow of the unit  
185 Overload of fan 1   
186 Overload of fan 2   
187 Overload of fan 3   
188 Overload of fan 4   
192 Fault of 1# probe for evaporation and outlet temperature    
194 Fault of 3# probe for evaporation and outlet temperature    
196 High outlet temperature of 1# air conditioner   
200 Low outlet temperature of 1# air conditioner   
244 Fault of anti-icing probe  
245 Anti-icing protection 
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